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What we’ll look at… 

• Overall Branding
• Content
• Metadata
• Analytics 
• Community and Social Media



What works. 

• Great content. Really high quality that you don’t usually find on 
YouTube. 

• Emotional videos that will keep people checking out more. 

• Great metadata to get the right audience for the videos. 



OVERALL BRANDING
 



Home Page
Your home page could be easier to navigate by 

the use of sections. 

Sections could be ‘upload’, ‘popular videos’ etc 

A trailer would make it easier for new viewers 
to understand what your channel is about. 
This could also just be the latest video.  



Trailer
• Trailers are a great way to grab people’s attention. It’ll save people from looking to find 

out what your channel is about and to lose interest and knock off. It will also give them 
a good reason to subscribe. 

• You can tell them what you’re videos are about or what your upload schedule is like. You 
could add in your email address or phone for easy access… like a mini-trailer. 

• Make it short and snappy with cute/funny snippets of previous couples. 



Content
The idea of your channel is slightly blurred. If you go along the lines of being an online 
portfolio for your videos- in all genres- then you should start mixing non-wedding related 
videos into your channel. Just to make it clear. 

If you’re going down the line of being strictly wedding videos, then the branding of the 
channel should be changed to suit a wedding-orientated channel. 



Banner

• Think about having your icon and banner uniformed for better branding. If 
the channel is focused on your wedding videos, think about having the ‘B’ 
in the icon. 

• Use the same banner for all platforms, as this would  make them relate 
better with one another. 



End Card

• Could have an end card put into the videos on Youtube. Links to website and 
social media. This would make it easy access to other would-be clients. 

• This end card could be just your ‘b’, but with links to website, email and social 
media. 



CONTENT
Schedule, Call to Action, Annotations, Suggested Videos



Schedule
• You most likely won’t upload on a schedule, but how about one 

new video every two-or-three months. Just to keep the channel 
alive. Upload on a set date- such as the first day of each month.

• If you don’t upload regularly, you can use your social media 
platforms to hype your audience up about a new upload. Post 
before the video goes up or even pictures, so people will know to 
be on the lookout for it. 



Annotations
• Annotation are key to increasing watch time of your videos. Could link wedding 

video to another wedding video. 

• The timing, style and placement are key and need to suit the video playing 
beneath. 

• Annotations won’t appear on mobile [your second biggest platform] but will help 
all other platforms. 



Watch Time 
● Watch time is one of the most important aspects of a YouTube channel and videos.

● The more time people spend watching and engaging with your videos the higher your 
videos place in search and suggested videos. 

● Placing links in the first few lines of your description is not the best way to keep 
viewers engaged. If someone clicks on your link they may leave your video, affecting 
your watch time. The lower your watch time the lower your video will rank in search and 
suggested videos. 



Suggested Videos

• Use ‘cards’ to link to other similar videos within a video. Viewers are more likely going to 
like what you suggest. 

• This helps fans and viewers get around your content without clicking off your videos to 
go looking and benefits your watch time. 

● Suggested video cards are also one of the only type of annotations that work on mobile 
and tablet devices. 



Soundtracks

• Use YouTube’s Audio Library so that you keep all your earnings from your videos. If you 
don’t mind not making money from Youtube, then use the copyrighted material- it will 
also turn into a strike against your channel. 

• You could use Soundcloud for YouTube videos- if you have an artist you like on 
soundcloud contact them and ask for permission to use their music. Most artists are 
happy to do so if you link to their account in the description. 



METADATA
Descriptions & Tags



SEO
Meaning

Search Engine Optimization is the 
visibility of a website or a web page (or 
video) in a search engine's unpaid 
results - often referred to as "natural," 
"organic," or "earned" results.

 In general, the earlier, and more 
frequently a video appears in the 
search results list, the more visitors it 
will receive from the search engine's 
users.

Examples

● Using keywords in your titles, tags and 
descriptions is an important way to rank higher 
in search. 

Example: wedding, wedding video, bride, groom, 
*venue name* , *state* etc
● Use as many tags you can think of but they 

have to be relevant to your content. If you try to 
game the system youtube will rank you very low 
in return. 

Example: using popular YouTubers names with the 
video having nothing to do with them people will 
report you for spamming. [just so you know]



Descriptions 

• Huge opportunity to engage viewers, give more metadata for your channel for better SEO, 
this will help it rise in search rankings and drive conversions. Give names of 
dresses/cars/venues. 

• Could give cool little facts about the couple, so people feel like they know them before 
watching the video.



Description - Example
• Use keywords for better discoverability. 

Names of shops and brands are a good 
idea. 

 
• Summarize what is happening in the video 

first. 

• Put social media links at the bottom, not at 
the start of the description. 

• The final part of a description is the least 
important information.



SOCIAL MEDIA
Reddit & Twitter



Seeding - Reddit
• Reddit is a hotspot for videos. Their tagline ‘the front page of the 

internet’. 

• Most viral videos start on reddit. 

• Post your videos on the ‘wedding’ and ‘weddingplanning’ 
subreddits, this is the audience that you are aiming at. 



Twitter
• Is a great platform to connect with would-be clients or fans. 

• Perfect for posting about weddings and doing videos, even ones you don’t put up on 
YouTube. 

• Remember: an engaged fan can become an advocate for your channel. They can promote 
your videos through social media and spread your work to other people. 



Discovery



Discovery
‘External’ websites are the highest source for the last month, 

showing that being well known gets the most views to your 
channel. 

‘Suggested videos’ is the second highest, showing great metadata 
used so you’re linked to similar videos and being shown to 
interested people. 



Discovery 
In the last 28 days, ‘wedding’ was 

the most searched for word to 
finding your videos. This is 
what you want as a wedding 
channel. 

This shows that the Metadata of 
your videos is great.



Conclusion



Conclusion
• Better Use of linking – so people can find more content, easily access your website and find out more about you. 

• Use playlists- put wedding videos, other works and Ward videos into separate lists for easy access. 

• Better descriptions  – will benefit you in Google search and related videos bringing you more views and more 
subscribers.

• Use outside websites to gain more viewers and bigger audience.

• Think about being more active on Twitter- it’s easy conversation between you and clients. 


